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Figure S7 Western Blotting measurement of ALP expression. From the left to the right: commerical culturing plate, bare glass plate, the naturally-dried aggregates, the stripe-like assemblies fabricated by 20mT field, the stripe-like assemblies fabricated by 40mT field, the stripe-like assemblies fabricated by 80mT field, the stripe-like assemblies fabricated by 120mT field. Here Cur-plate means the commercial culturing plate for cells. N-glass means the bare glass plate. Nat-agg means the naturally-dried aggregates of nanoparticles. Ass-20, Ass-40, Ass-80 and Ass-120 mean the stripe-like assemblies fabricated under the 20mT, 40mT, 80mT and 120mT field strength, respectively.
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